CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 Conclusion

Based on the four Biology Textbooks analysis about the completeness, breadth and depth aspects, can be concluded that:

1. For the completeness aspect of the four textbooks, all textbooks are grouped very good. The textbooks have the content that involves all materials in Standard Competence and Basic Competence.

2. For the breadth aspect of the four textbooks, all textbooks are grouped very good. The textbooks have the content that is provided reflects the explanation which support the Basic Competence.

3. For the depth aspect of the four textbooks, all textbooks are grouped very good. The textbooks have the content that comprises Introduction, Definition, Output display, Example, Case, Exercise, Procedure and Accordance with syllabus.

5.2 Recommendation

Based on the four Biology textbook analysis can be given recommendation:

1. To obtain the best quality of the textbook and related to the curriculum is better to be done the best selection by using analysis, namely analysis for the completeness, breadth and depth aspect.

2. For the using book is better reflects the object of book priority based on the feasibility aspect of book that related to the curriculum, so the teacher and student are easier to do learning process.

3. Based on the four textbooks analysis is hopefully become the basic to the next researcher to do research for another textbook’s publishers.